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@GretaThunberg,
Letter 2 for the enhancement of your auto-immuum system.

Self-defence thinking - therapist Startingpoint Greta, your brain will grow another 8 years...before its officially ‘adult’.
During these 8 yrs it will develop Meridians…. which will be the foundation for
@futurism Evolution.
●

Your Borned-behavior = okay.

●

Your Learned-behavior = okay, but will be polluted in a context
‘beyond your imagination’.

Thus!?

Whether you like it or not….
you must START
at the platform for
highly experienced Psychotherapists.

Which is do-able, now I am in your life.

Do-able?
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MixFix
●
●
●

for
the Evolution of Wisdom in
the Evolution of Evolution…for
the Evolution of Love for All of Us.

START thinking...
1. All persons are Evil.
2. Evil is always too 100XL for 1 person to handle; healing is not in order.
3. Evil is only 1 Platform.
4. Sociopaths enjoy the fact that Somebody is interested in them … for making
Evil… SHRINK....
5. Psychopats feel offended that Somebody wants to change their personality for
the better. For the sake & Love of All of Us.
6. Wrong compliments - rewards make Evil grow… on the wrong path.
7. Correct use of Language make Evil shrink… and move to the needed path.
8. Correct use of Language are the words / sentences that make you feel calm self-confident… without lying to yourself.
9. Correct use of Language results in:’I know this’.
10. Always work with small vocabulary = elementary school -leve, now you
communicate with the Mass.
11. Never assume that the Mass must adjust to you, for some of them can learn.
Never give Evil persons the feeling ‘that they must adjust to your Higher World /
Higher God’.
Evil persons must accept the Evolution of another Human, in equality.
What they refuse to do!
They enjoy to refuse to give another Human ‘an easy-going Lifestyle’.
Easy-going Lifestyle...

All Humans on Earth
work routinely
from Constitution @UNHumanrights
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in Equality.
Meaning:
Nobody is force to fight for fundamental Constitution rights,
nowhere on Earth in the MilkwayGalaxy.
Thus:
When 1 person in the group is without Constitution rights and @UNhumanrights,
the rest of the group Re-designs the Concept… until Everybody involved will
automatically participate in the Making of the Good Solution to the Problem.

TRAP for naíve persons...
An Evil person can only be minimalized with punishment in the moment that
person is - and wants to be - nasty.
When you keep an Evil person ‘as your friend / colleague’ you will End in TheBigRot…
Meridians do Rot!
An Evil persons must be removed with Legally Correct behavior of the Victim.
Without wasting time & energy on the Evolution of TheBigRot in the brain of the Narcist
- Sociopath - Psychopath.

You will Never survive a narcist - Sociopath - Psychopath,
when you don’t re-balance Love with Law.
And ever then….
TheBigRot in financial wealth… will only be removable by court-orders.
Evil persons Love court-trials, because the enhances their BigRot-skills.
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They want to know if they can outsmart a judge in an Evil way…

Everything comes down to communication-skills…
More next week.

With Love from the SpaceLab,
DésiréeStokkel
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